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If you think back to the first article I quilters are limited to allover free machines.  These can be loaded with 

wrote earlier in the year, you might motion designs but if you have a frame your own digitised quilting designs, or 

remember the 3 quilts I had quilted in based machine, you could try using like me, you can make use of a 

different ways.  Allover quilting tends pantographs.  These are paper multitude of fantastic websites where 

to blend into the quilt top whist custom patterns that you follow with a stylus or professional digitisers sell their 

quilting can really bring out the best in laser light.  You can quickly master this patterns.  There are literally thousands 

a top. technique and by having a stock of a of designs available so often you can 

few different pantographs you can match the theme of the quilt to a 

Let's look at allover patterns in a bit easily ring the changes with your quilts. pattern, or the hobbies of the person 

more detail. the quilt is intended for.
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An allover pattern does not have to 

equal boring!  These patterns are Insert Picture Oct 2

generally simpler and quicker to quilt 

and there are unlimited designs you 

can choose from.  So if you are bored 

with the ubiquitous meandering, 

never fear!  Even a beginner quilter 

can quickly master a few overall 

patterns that will look fantastic on a These days there are a number of 

quilt.  Sit down and domestic machine computerised options for quilting 

There are a few disadvantages to 

using allover patterns.  They are not 

really suitable for very intricate tops 

that include applique and 3D 

elements, it takes more skill to do 

custom quilting, and it can be more 

difficult to 'save' a quilt top that 

doesn't lie nicely flat.

Custom quilting is my main love.  You 

can choose to keep it simple, or go 

overboard!  You can develop your 

own quilting skill and unique style.  You 

can transform your quilt top from plain 

and simple to amazing, and there are 

a number of techniques to use to 

tame those unruly sections!  

For a beginner, custom quilting can be 

extremely daunting, and of course it's 

more time consuming than an allover 

pattern, but the results will be well 

worth the effort.

Before starting on an actual quilt top, 

do yourself a favour and get a few 

designs under your belt on a practise 

piece!  You can break a quilt down 

into sections: Borders, sashings, blocks 

and background fills. 

 So you need a few designs that you 

can use in each of these.  I have found 
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that the most effective quilts have no 

more than 3 to 4 design elements that 
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run throughout the quilt.  Have a look 

at pictures of quilts you admire and 

see how they are quilted.  

Pinterest is brilliant for this.  Choose a 

couple of simple designs that you can 

practise and start incorporating them 

into your quilts.  You will need 

b o r d e r / s a s h i n g  d e s i g n s  a n d  

background fills as a basic 'package'.  

As you get more comfortable quilting 

these you will be able to combine 

more elements to customise the 

designs.

Allover quilting patterns 

versus 

Custom quilting

When you sit with your finished quilt top in front of you and you hear 

ringing in your head the phrase “quilt as desired” there are many 

different options to consider.  Firstly, you could just fold it up neatly and 

put it in the cupboard, but that's not what I was meaning!

Whether you choose to quilt your own tops, or send them to a 

professional quilter, you need to decide between an allover pattern or 

custom quilting.  I always think about the end use of a quilt.  Is it meant 

to be used/loved/dragged around/washed many times and have a 

relatively short lifetime, or is it meant to be cherished and kept for 

generations?  Does it have complicated, pieced designs or applique, 

or it is a relatively simple pattern?  To me, a quilt that is going to 

receive a lot a heavy wear and perhaps have a shorter lifetime, such 

as a child's quilt, will probably be fine with an allover quilting pattern.  

A quilt that you have spent years making and is intended as a very 

special gift, either to yourself or someone else, probably deserves the 

effort and expense of custom quilting.

by Claire Wallace
International Educator for Handi Quilter 

Simple leaf border, leaf fill and leaves combined with ribbons 

to make it more interesting.
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Simple Swirl border, swirls as a 

background filler and swirls combined 

with leaves and feathers to change it 

up a bit.
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When you have a few designs that you base under the quilt and a ruler of 

feel comfortable quilting you can work some sort on top.  The ruler base gives 

on an actual quilt. you a flat surface to work on and a 

ruler just helps to stabilize the machine 

Work from the top of your quilt and and keep your stitches in the ditch.  If 

stabilize the whole quilt.  This means you have a stitch regulator, use it when 

the dreaded Stitch in the Ditch!  If you quilting straight line ditches. 

are going to go to the effort of custom  

quilting, you really have to SID.  It really I have found that a slow manual 

sets off the blocks and designs of your setting works better for me if I'm 

top, plus keeps borders, sashings and stitching around shapes such as 

blocks from getting distorted in the applique.

quilting process.  Stitch in the Ditch all 

border seams, sashing seams, blocks I

and applique.  Don't leave any areas 

b i g g e r  t h a n  a b o u t  6  i n c h e s  

unstablised.  If you can't stitch 

anything to hold the area in place 

then pin it.  This will stop you getting 

bubbles and puckers later on.

If you are a using a longarm machine 

on a frame, you will need to use a ruler 

Once you have stabilised the whole 

quilt you can go back and start filling in 

the quilting in the blocks and sashings.  

Try to make sure that you have 

relatively even density of quilting.  If 

you quilt areas with very heavy 

quilting, then areas with very light 

quilting you will be left with a quilt that 

just won't lay flat.

I like to do my outer borders as the final 

stage.  I'm right handed and tend to 

start in the top left hand corner and 

work clockwise around.  However, you 

may find that working anticlockwise is 

more comfortable for you, especially if 

you are left handed.  That's fine!  There 

are no right and wrongs so go with 

what feels good to you.  Sometimes 

you may want to quilt each length of 

the border separately so they don't 

join in a continuous line.  That can 

sometimes be easier especially if you 

battle to quilt a design when it's going 

in a specific direction.  Turning your 

quilt is another option to help you with 

tricky borders, but that's one to google 

or leave for another article!

TIP: HandiQuilter have a very “handy” 

tension guide that you can download 

from the internet.  The link is:

www.handiquilter.com/media/downl

oads/General/HQ-Tension-Guide.pdf

STITCHES

Claire
Till next time, Happy Quilting!

For more information, to attend a 

class or to have a quilt quilted 

please contact Claire at 

www.quiltastix.co.za or 082 562 

5983
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